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Abstract 

The common value with capitalist ideology is the core part of the alliance between the 
United States and The European Union. Since taking office, President Biden had 
emphasized the importance of the common value of the US-EU alliance on many 
international and domestic occasions, which had become the basic strategy to correct 
the Trump administration's populist diplomacies. But the differences in security 
interests between the U.S. and its European Allies caused by American global strategic 
shift had deeply damaged the alliance since Obama’s term, which left the alliance only a 
slogan in traditional security cooperation. Under domestic and international pressure, 
Biden tried to rely on the international multilateral mechanism, and raised the banner 
of ideology to call for the European Allies. So that European Union could break through 
the geopolitical restriction on Asian issues by economic means. In the future, the United 
States will try to expand the multilateral coordination mechanism among its allies 
according to the regional strategy, which can create excuses and gain public support for 
science and technology sanctions to its challengers. 
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1. Logic of the US-EU Alliance 

As the birthplace of modern capitalism, European countries and the United States took the lead 
in completing the transformation from feudal system to nation-state system through the global 
colonial system. Although the nation-state system divides the residents in the region 
geographically, it cannot form a completely closed loop culturally, but affects the political, 
economic and cultural characteristics of the neighboring countries geographically. Based on 
this, European countries have long had the idea of building a united Europe, which has deeply 
influenced the diplomatic choices of European countries as a whole. Since the War of 
Independence in the United States, due to its geographical characteristics, there has been a long 
period of intense confrontation between isolationism and Atlanticism, which also affects the 
diplomatic choices of the United States [1]. The form of the nation state is universal and abstract, 
but the state system and policy within the scope of their respective sovereignty are unique and 
specific. The contradiction of nation states determines the diversity of contents and forms of 
interactions between countries, and also profoundly affects the fundamental logic of alliance 
relations, that is, the different national interests of competing for and safeguarding national 
sovereignty. 

The alliance system is the core of U.S. foreign policies and the cornerstone of the U.S. global 
system. The establishment and strengthening of the US-EU alliance began in The Second World 
War and reached its peak during the Cold War. The security threats from the third party that 
the alliance needed to jointly deal with changed from the Axis powers in the Second World War 
to the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact members in the Cold War. Although the United States 
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and Europe were located on both sides of the Atlantic, they reached consensus on the basis of 
the common interests of security, broke through the territorial boundaries set by nation states, 
and realized a high degree of cooperation under the principle of sovereignty. In other words, 
sovereignty defined the borders of the US-EU union. Within this boundary, the change and 
systematization of alliance cooperation is an important way to judge the stability of the US-EU 
alliance and to observe its future direction. 

Military means to deal with common external threats are the basic manifestation of the alliance, 
and common ideology is also very important to maintain the vitality of the alliance [2]. For the 
United States and European Union, the common value of the alliance begins with the common 
historical and cultural origin of both sides. After the World War II, the common value with 
ideology as the main content made the alliance relationship between the United States and 
European Union different from those relationships between the US and countries in the Middle 
East or South Asia. Such a high degree of consistency on the common value largely alleviates 
the inherent concerns about security interests in the nation-state institution, and pushes the 
substantive content of the US-EU alliance relationship closer to the borders prescribed by the 
principle of sovereignty, ensuring that the alliance relationship covers as much content as 
possible. 

In the face of the military threat from the Soviet Union during the Cold War, the common values 
between the United States and European allies became the supplement of the security policy 
tools, and played an important role in the improvement of the NATO system. When the Iraq war 
divided the United States and European Union, common values became the glue of the alliance 
[3]. From the perspective of a nation-state, ideology can often mobilize the public and obtain 
substantial support through ballot politics, providing a stable domestic environment for the 
repair and deepening of the alliance. At the same time, under the nation-state institution, the 
common value becomes the supplement of the principle of sovereignty. In the international 
community without higher authority, the foreign policy of the United States and European 
countries under the framework of the alliance can declare themselves insisting on rationality, 
which builds the value basis for the legitimacy of participating in international politics. 
Specifically, as the leader of the global hegemonic system, the U.S. provided the ticket to 
Europe's deep involvement in international affairs through the alliance relationship. Through 
their alliance with the United States, European countries gained the legitimacy to participate in 
global military deployments and regional hot spots. Based on this, even the abstract common 
value, its operation logic and concrete performance, could be analyzed in both domestic and 
foreign directions. And through the observation of policy changes in different periods, it would 
also be possible to complete the synchronous revelation of the change of common value in the 
United States and European Union alliance in different periods. 

2. Trump Shockwave and Biden’s Priority on Foreign Policies  

2.1. The US-EU Alliance during Trump’s Term 

Judging from the domestic social conditions of the United States before and after Trump took 
office, the surging populism not only profoundly affected the domestic policy of the United 
States through the pipeline of electoral politics, but also affected the foreign policy of the United 
States. During the Obama administration, the United States started the wars in Syria and Libya. 
At the same time, another main foreign policy of the United States was to expanded the global 
export of democratic values in this period, so as to gain the advantage of global public opinion 
while militarily intervening in hot spots [4]. On the domestic front, Obama was trying to 
stabilize the domestic political environment through his Affordable Care Act and his massive 
economic recovery plan. However, when Trump took office, the United States, which has been 
showing its strength on the diplomatic stage, had repeatedly failed to implement policies in 
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important areas such as the epidemic, employment and the fight against racial discrimination. 
These problems became more and more serious during the globalization. Even though 
American society was usually decorated with elite politics, President Trump still began to brake 
as his reply to those people at the bottom of the society. As a business elite, Trump tried to use 
this populism wave of anti-elite to attack the expansion of global values that Democrats had 
long held to [5]. 

As Trump begun to pivot in the domestic policy, his foreign policy also begun to pivot 
strategically away from maintaining a high military presence. Before that, European countries 
had not only solved their primary security problems by participating in NATO, but also, with 
the help of America's global military system, were able to reduce their huge defense budgets by 
relying on military bases in European Allies such as Germany. For developed European 
countries, the military expenditure saved was often transferred to health and education 
resources, which had provided a strong support for maintaining high social welfare [6]. 

Due to the structural weakness of U.S. global hegemony since the Obama era, domestic conflicts 
in the U.S. were showing a tendency to erupt in a concentrated way under the Trump 
administration. The double-track uniform of export values and war, which was maintained in 
the Obama administration, had to be replaced by the change of domestic political environment 
during the Trump administration, so the United States also needed to re-optimize its strategic 
resources. In this context, President Trump complained that Europe did not invest enough in 
defense funds and singled out Germany [7]. French President Macron also declared that NATO 
was brain dead [8]. As an important cornerstone of the US-EU alliance, shared values had 
gradually given way to the demands of realpolitik along with the ideological standard that they 
represent throughout the history of the US-EU alliance in an era of fluctuating global power 
balance. From the perspective of the United States, shared values were both an important basis 
for domestic Altaicists attacking on the destruction of the US-European union system, and a fire 
extinguisher after the introduction of the America First policy. So that the common value could 
offset the stress response to the damage to national interests from within the nation-state. 

2.2. Biden’s First Choice to Repair US-EU Alliance 

In the context of the heated competition between China and the United States, the new Biden 
administration needs to immediately correct the Trump administration's “America First” policy 
toward its allies, to make sure deal with the institutional crisis of US-EU alliance properly. Then 
it may be possible for President Biden to avoid falling into a passive situation in diplomatic 
strategy. In fact, it will not be easy for the Biden administration, which is less than a year old 
and faces the daunting task of fighting the pandemic, to systematically repair the negative 
impact on US-EU relations during the four years of President Trump's presidency. Even Biden 
said the United States needs to get back to the top of the negotiating table and work with 
partners to mobilize collective action against global threats [9]. But substantive differences 
remain with European allies on issues ranging from military spending to the Iran nuclear deal. 
Thus, starting with a reaffirmation of common values between friendship of U.S. and European 
Union is surely the best option for the Biden administration and its European allies to use the 
shared value as a glue at a time when the alliance is at a low ebb. 

Observing Biden's alliance strategy from this perspective, it is not difficult to find that the 
reason why Biden repeatedly calls for strengthening common values with U.S. allies stems from 
the huge tear in the domestic society caused by the four-year administration of Trump. When 
America's domestic population was divided by populism on issues such as jobs, illegal 
immigration, and epidemic prevention, it meant that domestic policies should also prioritize 
the restoration of shared values in society so as to achieve more policy goals with the least 
number of political resources under pressure from Republican. 
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Compared with the policies of the Biden administration in the Asia-Pacific and Europe, the basic 
framework of the “Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QUAD)” was initially established in the 
Asia-Pacific region and the model of security cooperation was being sold to China's neighboring 
countries as Biden's main strategy. However, there are still conflicts with the United States on 
the construction of NordStream II gas pipeline in Germany, the digital tax in France, the export 
of the steel and aluminum tariffs in the European Union [10]. Obviously, Biden's ideologic 
diplomacy is not a solution to the problems between the United States and its European allies, 
but more like a pain-relieving, achieving temporary reconciliation between the allies on the 
surface and providing a stable public opinion base for the next step of substantive cooperation. 
For now, the core of Biden's foreign policy is a continuation of the Trump era of asking allies to 
shoulder more responsibility, but it got off to a good start with a decoration of shared values 
with more equal and less aggressive rhetoric. 

3. Possibilities for European Union to Find Independent Security 
Solutions 

3.1. Multilateralism Traditions in European Union 

European countries have long benefited from the international system established and 
dominated by the United States since World War II. In the case of relying on the United States 
for security, the most sensitive and thorny security issues with the help of NATO mechanism, 
to a certain extent, broke through the barriers set by the principle of nation-state sovereignty 
on security issues, paving the way for the EU to deepen cooperation in other fields. In essence, 
with NATO as the core, the European countries' integrated model for solving security problems 
was maintained by relying on the military superiority of the third party, the United States. When 
the US-EU alliance is in turmoil, the US, as a non-EU member, will still fall back to the logic of 
national interests above all others in disputes between nation states. Therefore, after the 
European Union completed the high degree of economic integration and established 
institutional mechanisms such as the European Parliament, the security issue, which had been 
removed, returned to the negotiation table within the EU. 

For European countries, security issues involve a wide range of fields, countries and regions. 
The result of EU integration reflects the game and choice between France and Germany, which 
occupy a leading position in the EU, on how to achieve collective voice on international hotspot 
within the EU system, and also reflects the process of how leadership is accepted by EU 
members under the institutionalization [11]. The launching and adoption of a motion in the 
European Parliament by a member state of the European Union means in itself the successful 
conclusion of the operation of a multilateral coordination mechanism. When the EU is faced 
with more complex international hotspot issues, its adherence to multilateralism is not only 
determined by the operational logic behind the EU from voice to action, but also an inevitable 
requirement in the process of globalization when the interests of all countries are intertwined. 
Therefore, it can be seen that when there is a trade dispute between the US and the EU, the EU 
still chooses to promote the settlement of the problem according to the WTO mechanism. The 
leaders of Germany, France and the European Union welcomed and supported Biden when he 
reaffirmed the importance of the transatlantic alliance system and shared values. 

3.2. Europe's Quest for Autonomous Security 

The EU's attempt to establish an independent collective security policy couldn’t be regarded as 
the result of Trump's America First policy [12]. As early as 2004, the EU tried to pass the EU 
Constitution Treaty among member states. Despite the twists and turns, the revised Treaty of 
Lisbon, which embodies the main spirit of the EU Constitution Treaty, was successfully signed 
in 2009. The Treaty of Lisbon stipulated that the European Council could appoint the High 
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Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy [13]. As the name implies, 
the establishment of this responsibility indicates that the EU institutionalized the process of 
formulating the common foreign and security policy and became the institutional basis for 
breaking through the security architecture of NATO. 

At the end of 2016, the EU formulated and adopted a specific Common Security and Defense 
Policy (CSDP) on the basis of the Treaty of Lisbon and in combination with the “Global Strategy 
for the European Union's Foreign and Security Policy” proposed by High Representative 
Mogherini. The core of this policy lies in the fact that European Union could intervene in 
regional hotspot issues by sending military advisers, observers or the rapid reaction force [14]. 
The common security mechanism under the EU system, which was under slow construction, 
quickly gained the support of member states when Trump publicly expressed his dissatisfaction 
with the current NATO military contribution and other issues. 

The European External Action Service, which assists the EU's High Representative of the Union 
for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, said the security and defence package has three main 
pillars: new political goals and ambitions for Europeans to take more responsibility for their 
own security and defence; new financial tools to help Member States and the European defence 
industry to develop defence capabilities ("European Defence Action Plan") and a set of concrete 
actions as follow up to the EU-NATO Joint Declaration which identified areas of cooperation. 
Implementation of the three elements is ongoing and will boost security of the Union and its 
citizens [15]. From this point of view, it was clear that Europe, as a core ally of the United States, 
was trying to build legitimacy for this security mechanism to participate in regional and global 
issues independently of the NATO system. This common security mechanism, with explicit 
western values, presented Europe's attempt to pursue an independent security policy as a 
complement to the US global military system. Compared with the long practice needed to show 
the effect after the implementation of the policy, the propaganda on the level of values not only 
achieved the breakthrough in the independent security mechanism of the EU, but also took into 
account the us-EU alliance and the strength of the Atlanticism within Europe. 

Even though the EU and the United States have a lot of common views on values, Biden did not 
immediately start to revise the trade disputes against European Union, such as tariffs, and the 
conflict over defense spending allocation during Trump's term from the specific policy 
perspective. The two sides only reached a preliminary agreement on values. In the foreseeable 
future. Although the focus of the NATO system is not the Asia-Pacific region, as an important 
conduit for the United States to exert its influence on its European Allies, the cooperation 
content under the NATO framework is bound to pay new attention to the Asia-Pacific region. 
However, since EU’s core interests in Asia have already disappeared in the long river of history 
along with the anti-imperialist and anti-colonial movements of Asian countries, the seemingly 
impregnable alliance of common values between the United States and European Union cannot 
project the field of cooperation into the real Asia-Pacific region. Even if Biden invited warships 
from European Allies to cruise the South China Sea, the EU would focus more on deepening its 
own common security mechanism without substantial economic benefits from the US and 
without any improvement in maintaining America's unequal position within the NATO system. 

4. The Development of Common Value in the US-EU Alliance in the Future 

Through the NATO security system, the long-standing alliance between European Union and 
the United States has in fact been dominated by the United States. The common value in the 
alliance has become the annotation of the alliance, reflecting the alliance system composed of 
various treaties and agreements on the objective level. Even in the relative power and the 
world's major economies had obvious changes, to maintain the original hegemony system 
obviously under the condition of higher cost, the United States also didn’t hope that the 
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European Union to deepen its internal security cooperation, but hoped to continue with NATO 
framework, continue to play a leading role on EU security problems. So, if the U.S. and EU 
alliance won’t take any further reform on the NATO system, natural vulnerabilities will keep 
existing in NATO, which has already been seen from its inception [16]. 

At the current crossroads of the changing among major powers, the Biden administration has 
reaffirmed the importance of the common values of the United States and European allies on 
many international occasions and carried out extensive multilateral diplomacy, but the 
diplomatic strategy of the United States is still to combine the contraction of the global and the 
strengthening of key regions. In the Middle East and North Africa, which are of concern to 
European Allies, the United States has expressed its willingness to withdraw or avoid direct 
military involvement. For Europe, the interests of the Middle East and North Africa not only 
included traditional security issues such as anti-terrorism and nuclear proliferation, but also 
non-traditional security issues such as refugee flows and cyber security. The European Union 
needs to seek solutions to the practical problems that may arise when the United States actively 
controls regional military power and economic input. First, the European Union in the interests 
of the Middle East, north Africa, is not strictly related to each member. Instead, those countries, 
which showed their concerns on those regional affairs are due to the continuation of their 
colonial legacy. When losing the United States as an important initiator and participant, it will 
be difficult for the European Union's multilateral coordination mechanism expresses concern 
about a particular country or region and to carry out the operation in the Middle East and North 
Africa. Secondly, the EU has not implemented a better internal system to ensure that when a 
possible power vacuum occurs, the EU can promptly invest military and economic resources to 
make up for it. Finally, when Biden offered the olive branch of shared values but did not offer 
specific commitments, the EU needs to convert the shared values into chips in exchange for the 
actual policy support of the US in the process of building its internal security system. These are 
issues that the Biden administration will need to address in the future as it pursues its 
commitment to stronger ties with European Allies, or else the alliance will continue to be mired 
in the embarrassment of being devoid of substance in terms of values. 

However, it is worth noting that although common values play a limited role in military 
cooperation, in the economic and trade field, the United States and European Union slandered 
and smeared China's internal affairs in the guise of human rights by virtue of the values alliance. 
So that they can create chips without any foundation in exchange for economic and trade 
interests. From Xinjiang cotton to Hong Kong's financial markets, the U.S, and European Union 
in the cooperation of common value is now different from Trump period. Through the 
momentum of western ideology, even European Union didn’t have massive military forces in 
the Asia-Pacific region to give enough support, the US-EU alliance could still make unwarranted 
accuse through the multilateral organizations such as G7, UN and WHO through the cooperation 
of common ideology [17]. For now, the Biden administration is clearly not satisfied with the 
existing multilateral diplomacy, and has announced that it will convene a Leaders’ Summit for 
Democracy in December to strengthen existing alliance diplomacy on the basis of values and 
establish a new multilateral platform in line with the current U.S. global strategy. In the future, 
international diplomatic venues such as the Leaders’ Summit for Democracy and the QUAD will 
be an important channel for Biden to speak out, and to try to engage countries that do not have 
direct geopolitical conflicts of interest, and to create a public opinion and a pretext for building 
a global sanctions network for the United States and its allies. As one of the major economic 
groups, the US-EU alliance will impose sanctions or trade restrictions on China, Russia and 
other countries in the form of trade in line with the cooperation results of the common value in 
alliance, which will become an important part of the future US-EU cooperation.  
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5. Conclusion 

The alliance of common value has long been an important part of the alliance between the 
United States and European Union. And it played a vital role in maintaining the transatlantic 
alliance against the Soviet Union during the Cold War. With the deepening of globalization, the 
power of major economies is changing, and the strength of the United States cannot sustain its 
global strategy including large-scale overseas military operations. From Obama's “Pivot to the 
Asia-Pacific” to Biden administration's tough policy on China inherited from Trump, when the 
global geopolitical center turns to Asia Pacific, it is difficult for Europe to face the external crisis 
of the Cold War again while Russia is now economically weak. Therefore, it is inevitable for the 
United States to give up priority in Europe and invest strategic resources in the Asia-Pacific 
region, though economically allowing Europe a free ride or militarily putting American troops 
in charge of European security as its strategic investment is important.  

U.S. and European Union is one of the core interests of each other, but they don’t have any new 
policies towards the regional affairs, which both may concern, because the new government in 
America was just established less than a year. Biden first needs to solve the domestic crisis 
incited by Trump Shockwave, and takes concrete actions to maintain in the process of 
globalization, which has huge impact on the middle class in the United States. However, even if 
the US-EU alliance is now shifting because of America's strategic focus, it does not mean that 
European Union can seek a completely independent military and foreign policy. President 
Biden is not willing to welcome such an independent European Union, unless the European 
continues to still try to get a breakthrough under the framework of NATO. 

The serious social conflicts caused by economic problems combined with the governance crisis 
since the outbreak of the epidemic forced the United States, which has long exported its values, 
to give priority to its own internal problems. But EU itself needs to keep focusing on security 
issues in the Middle East and North Africa. Under the circumstances of changing global center 
of gravity shifting to the Asia-Pacific by America, the traditional military cooperation between 
U.S. and EU cannot meet the needs of American global hegemony, which constitutes the main 
contradiction of the US-EU alliance at present. So, the common values which have played an 
important role in the long-term US-EU alliance are instrumentalized because of the strong 
realistic contradictions and demands. 

President Biden, who has been in office for less than a year, has to be extremely careful on issues 
relevant to American national interests in order not to affecting the midterm elections, because 
Trump still has huge appeal for votes even losing the election last year. So, after Biden claiming 
that he wanted to repair and strengthen existing relationships with American allies, few policies 
were made to achieve his goals. The global allies of the United States only seen those American 
senior officials used international meetings to repeat and give some verbal promises on 
traditional security issues.  

However, in the field of economy and trade, the US-EU alliance successfully made some specific 
common policy like imposing sanctions on Xinjiang cotton. For President Biden, this kind of 
cooperation could avoid massive cost on politic and military resources but gain support from 
most of the members. Similarly, the re-engagement of European Union to achieve cooperation 
with America through ideologically guided economic means was a powerful shot in the arm for 
Altaicists within Europe. In the face of repeated domestic epidemics and rising populism, 
ideologically guided economic and trade tools were cheap and effective in stabilizing domestic 
public opinion and political crises. In the future, in addition to cooperation between the United 
States and the European Union, Biden could also use multilateral mechanisms to call on its allies 
to implement specific economic sanctions. Such irresponsible hegemonic behavior is bound to 
make the U.S. and its allies pay the piper because of the high dependence created in the process 
of globalization. 
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